Custom Course Development Services
Addressing the Educational Needs of
Professional Associations!
Experienced in Professional Associations!
No two associations have the same training requirements,
and every learner acquires knowledge in different ways.
With this in mind, our custom course development team
or “Pro Services” designs customized eLearning
experiences for the unique needs of your association and
learners. Pro Services solutions are engaging; provide
clear content and concise messages, SCORM compliant
and can be easily accessible via mobile devices. Through
the years, Pro Services has delivered exclusive customized
training programs in the association space including such
topics as fundamentals of coaching and professional
certification training programs, to name a few.

Fundamentals of Coaching
Whether professional or philanthropic, for employees or
children, coaching comes with a great responsibility to
develop people’s skills and abilities. Coaches need to be
adept, motivating and communicative within their
disciplines. Pro Services has developed courseware to
increase coaches’ knowledge and teaching skills so that
they, in turn, become better coaches. Courseware
highlights coaching topics such as philosophy and ethics,
teaching and communication, organization and
administration, growth and development.
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Certification Programs
Many associations provide certification programs so that members can obtain the
technical knowledge and skills needed to succeed and develop their careers.
Certification program coursework focuses on specialized skills, professional
development, and advanced training. Testing and assessments are also a critical
part of the process. In one example, Pro Services developed a certification
program that transformed twenty two hours of training into twenty two engaging
online learning modules that include audio, video, reference documents, quizzes
and knowledge checks and that successfully cut member’s training time in half.
Combined, our Pro
Services team has over
30 years of experience
addressing the largest
strategic learning
imperatives from
customers ranging from
the US Government to
Fortune 500 companies
to Non-Profit
Organizations to
Institutions of Higher
Education.
Do you have a project in
mind? Contact us today:
sales@ePathLearning.com
or by phone (860) 444-8090
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The Pro Services Team
ePath Learning’s award-winning Professional Services team includes a staff of
instructional designers, programmers, media artists, media professionals, and
project managers.
They maintain tremendous experience developing and delivering state-of-the art
custom courses. Our team understands the principles of adult learning theories
and is skilled in the process of combining information into a logical sequence to
create an engaging learning experience.
Employing the latest training strategies for online, mobile-supported, and blended
educational solutions, the Pro Services team follows a structured but flexible
development process known as the ADDIE Model. Presentation approach and
instructional strategies can include, splash animation, narrative audio,
interactive explores, animations, self- checks and assessments,
to name but a few.
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